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NEWSLETTER
Issue 91 September 2020
Notes from the Chair:
Once again we had a very successful Olive Awards judging.
19 silver and 5 Gold!!!! An improvement from last year
and the judges were very complimentary of the high
standard we achieved. Congratulation to all and in
particular to Derek and Sally Holland from Duck Creek Olive
Grove who for the second year running won the Best in
Show with their Blended Medium Intensity Oil. They must
be doing something right and we can all learn what that is
as the next Field day is at their grove at 53 Duck Creek
Road on Sunday the 22nd of November. A special mention
and vote of thanks to Pauline and Wayne Young for the
effort in organizing the Awards function. This required a big
effort on their part and it is an important event for Oliveti.
The awards were presented at the Field Day that was held
at the Good Oil in Mangawhai. Thankyou to all those who
attended as the more we have at our Field days the more
information is swapped and the better we understand the
mysteries of growing olives. Also thankyou to Linda and
Chris Smith for the visit to their grove (Olives on the Hill)
in King Road Mangawhai. Grafting techniques were
demonstrated and they also showed how they were
progressively pruning some of their very tall trees. Chris
also demonstrated some of the olive equipment they have
for sale plus how Chris bottles and labels his oil. With 3500
litres to bottle and label he will be a busy boy.
With the harvest well and truly behind us selling our oil
becomes the main focus. Please be aware that at no cost
to you can place your oil for sale on the Oliveti website.
Just click on to the Shop On Line tag to see the 4 oils that
are already listed. Mine is not included and I must remedy
that.
John Bishop and Peter Crelinsten are continuing with their
Healthy Soils Programme and included in the Newsletter is
their latest summary of their progress. This is an important
programme for Oliveti and the results to date are very
encouraging.
Lastly we are looking to introduce an Oliveti Whatsapp Chat
Channel. This would be available only to Oliveti members
and is secure. It would allow us to send text, photos or
videos to all the members who are on the Chat Channel.
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For example if you have a disease you are not sure of, take a photo and put it on line
and ask for advice. We can also demonstrate pruning, harvesting, spraying, fertilizer
techniques etc and share with our members. And all at the click of a button. To be
on the Chat Channel group you need the following.
1. A phone that can download the Whatsapp App
2. Down load the app on to you phone
3. Your approval that you want to be included in the Chat Channel Group
The rest will be coordinated by us and then it is up to members to” show and tell”
what is happening on their grove
Well that’s it from me.
John Pearson (Chairman)

Oliveti Tasting Day – Monday 31st August – by Pauline Young
The alarm went off at 5.30am and Wayne and I enthusiastically jump out of bed for
today is a special day. With somewhat of a slow shuffle, a cup of tea and a piece of
toast we headed off down to the Wellsford Community Hall where this year’s tasting
was being held. We got there in plenty of time – no police check points now and set
up the room with the help from Chairman John and Murray Thoms. We even have
time for another cup of tea before the judges arrive at 9.00am.
This year’s three judges; Laurence Eyres, Mike Cundy and Geoff Webster have been
around the oil industry for many years. All are currently associated with the Easter
Show Olive Oil Awards either as tasters or as the convenor and
the judging methodology we employ is in line with international
standards as set by the IOOC.
After an intensive 5-minute training session, chairman John is
qualified in oil preparation. All bottles have previously been
wrapped in brown paper and assigned a random number and no
one in the prep area or judging room knows the origin of any of
the oil samples. A small amount of oil is poured into the special
blue tasting glasses and covered with a plastic lid in preparation
for the judges sensorial analysis. The samples are then heated to
28-30 degrees using a special purpose designed heater to release
the aromatics and the oil is delivered to the judges.
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Blue glasses are used to ensure judges are not influenced by the colour of the oil.
Each judge smells and tastes the oil and gives his assessment of fruitiness,
bitterness, pungency, balance, complexity, and persistence. The judges then
compare their scores and arrive at a consensus. A bronze Medal is awarded for 6575 points, Silver for 76-85 points and Gold for 86-100 points.
This year all oils entered achieved either gold or silver awards no ‘Bronze’ awarded. This shows that our oils have improved
remarkably over recent years. Well done you lot!
At the end of the day with all 24-oils tasted, many bottles of
water drunk and a few kilos of apples eaten by the judges - all
the “Gold” awards were re-assessed for “Best in Class” and
“Best in Show”. The by now waterlogged judges re-tasted 4 oils
where the scoring was extremely close. Congratulations to
Derek and Sally Holland of Duck Creek Olive Grove for taking
out the top award two years in a row. Is this a reflection of your
natural horticultural methods Derek?
We finished off the day with lunch, do the dishes, clean up the
hall and head home. A long but very satisfying day. A big
thankyou to the team - John Pearson (oil preparation), Murray
Thoms (Adjudicator), Claire Pearson (Lunch) and Wayne Young
(blue glass cleaner) – you all did a tremendous job.
And an even bigger thankyou to all those members who
entered their oil in this year’s awards – you are making a
significant contribution to the quality of Olive Oil in New
Zealand. Keep up the good work.

The Head Judge’s Report for 2020 – Laurence Eyres
My two colleagues - Mike and Geoff and I approached this year’s testing as though
we were going to a party, having just been released from Level 3. The judging of
the 24-presented oils took place in the well-appointed Wellsford community Hall
and the Oliveti committee did a great job of organizing the samples, the room
layout and administering the scoring.
All the oils this year were of a consistent high standard. Firstly, there were no
rejects, no oils without an award and no bronze medals and all the oils would have
been a delight in anybody's kitchen.
After considerable deliberation amongst the judges the EVOO entries ended up with
four gold medals and all the rest as worthy of a silver medal. All silver medal winners
were of a high standard and many bordered on being awarded a gold medal. One
could ask why were the judges so tough and not award more gold medals? Well the
answer is that possibly due to this year's climatic conditions there was a bit of a lack
of strong fruit flavour in the oils but all had satisfactory balanced levels of bitterness
and pungency
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In fact, the pungency on some of the oils was enough to make us pause for breath
and glasses of water. It is a well -established fact that the higher the pungency
the higher the level of health-giving anti-inflammatory compounds. This is quite
important in this era of the coronavirus pandemic with its associated inflammatory
challenges.
So, this situation where the majority of the oils receiving silver medals and the
winners receiving gold indicates a significant improvement over past years to the
credit of all producers. We remember when quite often in the past some oils
received no award or were rejected due to discernable defects. The improvement
is probably due to better grove management combined with a more rigorous
approach to hygiene and quality in pressing. It was great to taste these oils and to
see the progress that the industry is making
The flavoured olive oils (Lemon and Lime) were also very good. In past years
flavoured oils have been disappointing, having a variety of less appealing or
occasionally unpleasant flavours. This year the oils were true to the citrus flavour
with one oil being exceptionally good. All in all, this was a very satisfactory tasting
day and the judges were happy with the results and we hope Oliveti are happy
with the outcomes. We greatly appreciated the general hospitality and the
delicious lunch.

2020 OLIVETI OLIVE OIL AWARDS WINNERS
All entrants had to ensure their olive oil passes the ‘Free
Fatty Acid’ and ‘Peroxide Value’ test from an approved
Laboratory to be acceptable. Qualifying entrants receive
free - 100 Oliveti ‘EVOO’ stickers to put on their bottles.
This sticker verifies for your customers that your oil is
really ‘Extra Virgin’ and not a name you just came up
with. Extra stickers can be purchased by qualifying
entrants. In addition all winners receive a certificate
that verifies that and the ‘Best In Show’ receives the
handsome trophy which is held by the winner for a year.
This is made from Olive wood cut from an old Olive tree
in Campbell Park.
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Awarded

Grove Name

Varietal

Class 1 Single Oil - Delicate
Silver
Puketi Olive Farm

Koroneiki

Class 3 Single Med
The Bay Gourmet Virgin
Gold
Press
Silver
Estuary Olives
Silver
Estuary Olives
Silver
Puketi Olive Farm
Silver
X -Ell Gourmet Oil

J5
Koroneiki
Leccino
J5
Frantoio J5 J2

Class 4 Blended Oil - Med
Gold
Duck Creek Olive Grove
Gold
Olives on Porter
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver

Duck Creek Olive Grove
Duck Creek Olive Grove
Manu Korihi
Narbey Olive Oil
River Estate
The Good Oil
Totara Barn

Class 5 Single Oil - Intense
Gold
River Estate
Silver
River Estate
Silver
River Estate
Silver
River Estate
Silver
River Estate
Silver
X-Ell Gourmet Oil

Koroneiki Frantoio Leccino Batch E
Grove Blend
Grove Blend Frantoio Koroneiki Leccino J5
Batch B
Frantoio J5 Batch L
J5 Frantoio
Frantoio J5 Leccino
Pendolino Frantoio Leccino Tuscan Blend
Koroneiki Frantoio Ascalano
J5 Frantoio
Frantoio
Picual
Koroneiki
Chemlali
Leccino
Frantoio J5 J2

Class 7 Flavoured Oil
Gold
Vernazoni Olive Oil
Silver
Narbey Olive Oil
The Bay Gourmet Lemon
Silver
Olive Oil
BEST IN SHOW
Class 4
Duck Creek Olive Grove

J5 Lemon/Lime Fused
Frantoio/Leccino Lemon/Lime/Orange Fused
J5 Lemon Fused

Koroneiki Frantoio Leccino Batch E

Profile - Derek and Sally Holland - Duck Creek Road Olives
I have been involved with the wonderful world of olives since
1996 when my wife Sally and I purchased a coastal 10 acre block
of land at Church Bay Waiheke Island.
We planted a grove of 220 mixed olive varieties and then
purchased another block close by with 500 mature olives. We
fortunately found and purchased our current grove of 450 trees
at Duck Creek Road Mahurangi 8 years ago and have had great
success by following a spray free organic practice approach.”
"
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OLIVETI WEBSITE SHOPPING CART
Now available FREE to all paid up Members!
At no cost to you, Members are able to list their certified Extra Virgin Olive Oil on
the www.oliveti.co.nz website Shopping Cart facility. Some members have
already availed themselves of this free facility and are enjoying sales.

KEY BENEFITS:
1. Provides a new and effective sales channel for your Olive Oil
2. Available to all Financial Members of Oliveti
3. Online payment via PayPal – commission and fees less than 10%
4. No set-up costs – you just provide Images, Copy and Pricing.
5. Oliveti administer and manage the eCommerce portal

Don’t have a website – now you can simply list the www.oliveti.co.nz URL on
your business card and marketing collateral and because our website is indexed,
customers searching for your brand on Google will land on your Oliveti Shopping
Cart page.
www.oliveti.co.nz
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eg., Type in “Duck Creek Olive Oil” in your Google Search.

One of your options will be the OLIVETI Shopping cart showing “Duck Creek”.

Of course, there is of course nothing to stop those members who already have
their own webstore or Facebook page also participating in the Oliveti On-Line
store. It is FREE!
Information required by Oliveti for you to participate
If you are interested in extending your sales channel by participating in our Online
Shopping Cart, please email me – treasurer@oliveti.co.nz confirming your interest
and any questions you may have. Mobile 021 990608
We will send you a full description of how this Shopping Cart works plus a
template to complete which includes:
Product Brand Name
• Product prices
• Product description
• Product images
• Product size(s) in ml
Important: To be able to be sold on the Oliveti website your extra virgin olive oil
must have passed the EVOO ‘Free Fatty Acid’ and ‘Peroxide Value’ test from an
approved Laboratory – just as it needs to be to be entered in our Oliveti Awards
judging. This is the Customer guarantee the EVOO is to an Acceptable Standard.
•
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT: The Grove Supply Co.
Chris and Linda Smith - “Olives on the Hill” Mangawhai
As stories about grove owners go, we are fairly typical. We didn’t know much
about olives when we bought the grove, so we had to learn quickly. It’s quite a
nice story, so here goes.
Early 2012, we were invited on a bicycle tour around the beautiful Mangawhai
area, taking in a couple of vineyards and olive groves. It was a lovely day; we
visited David Prankerd’s and Don Windley’s olive groves, both well-known figures
in NZ olive growing and we were impressed with their knowledge and lovely
groves. On the final leg of the tour to the vineyards in King Road, we passed a
dilapidated sign: “Olive Block for Sale”. The trees looked neglected with waist-high
weeds, many dead branches (that met in the middle of the rows and were so
dense the ends of the rows were hidden), and very tall canopies.
This looked like a great challenge, so we thought we’d give it a go!
Since then, we have built a house, settled into the Mangawhai community and
have learnt so much about olive growing and extra virgin olive oil production. We
have made some major changes to the trees too. The chainsaw pruning which we
thought was very drastic at the beginning is now an annual necessity and we have
been working through a pruning plan to bring the height of our trees down to a
manageable size whilst maintaining production levels. Now we don’t have on and
off years, but a sustainable crop each year.
We have tried our hand at grafting onto Leccino rootstock and we have had mixed
success with this, mainly because we left it a little late in the season. We have
learned that early spring, when the sap is rising, is best for attempting grafting.
We also run the Grove Supply Co. We have been trading since early 2017 and we
have met so many wonderful people around the country! Again, we are learning
all the time and if we don’t know the answer for a customer, then we will find out!
The Grove Supply Co. provides anything that an olive grower would need, from
harvesting equipment, including harvesters such as the Zanon Mambo Karbonium
or the Spacesonic ATRAX-4, de-leafers, nets, rakes and bins. We have a huge
range of fustis and stainless-steel tanks, taps, filters, cappers, and we can source
small olive presses. We also have equipment for orchardists to crush and press
other fruits, which is clearly a growing market.
We source only high-quality brands and we believe customer service is
paramount. We import plant and machinery from Europe and will continue to
search for lines that will help improve the profitability of NZ olive growers. Last
year, we took the opportunity to travel to Italy and Greece, visiting our main
suppliers. The trip was incredibly successful and meeting the people we do
business with face-to-face has enabled strong relationships to be established that
will result in benefits being passed on to our customers.
This month we are submitting an order to our European suppliers so if there is
anything specific you would like to order for next year, or something we don’t
stock yet, then please get in touch. Check out our website:
http://grovesupply.co.nz or if you’re not on our mailing list, get in touch by phone
(09) 945 0890 or email: info@grovesupply.co.nz or call in at our grove where you
can chat about olives, taste the oil and view the equipment.
www.oliveti.co.nz
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UPDATE ON HEALTHY SOIL – HEALTHY TREES PROJECT
BETTER POLYPHENOLS > MAYBE BIGGER CROPS.
John Bishop & Peter Crelinsten - Sept 2020
We spread the CalsiMag fertiliser 2 weeks ago when the rain Gods took a holiday.
The grove can get very soft and we are conscious that we do not want to rip the
grove by tire marks etc.
Observations while hand dressing the CalsiMag was that the beneficial plants are
slowly regaining control over the "dead" soil circles around the olives. It is still one
of the scariest sites to see this after 12 months of no spraying of Roundup and still
many patches of empty circles BUT the trees are already showing better coloured
leaves and after a good pruning the overall improvement is quite obvious. We are
becoming quite optimistic that we will see signs of the beginning of a complete
turnaround by 2022.

Having done all that, Peter then organised soil drench spraying (Fish Fert &
Molasses) on Monday 7th Sept using his small sprayer again. A long day due to
having to keep going back to fill up the small pump tank.
Then this Thursday (tomorrow) he will hopefully do the respective foliar sprays for
each of the 3 blocks. That should give him/us a break of 4 - 6weeks +/- before we
do another round of foliar respray.
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So that brings us up to late October with hopefully all
done. I cannot stress just how much work Peter
Crenlisten is putting into the research and the physical
work as well.
I know this project to get healthy soil is his passion, but
his efforts are well and truly way above passion. I am
really lucky to have some of that rub off onto me.
Finally, we have had several meetings regarding
working with Ross Vintiner and his amazing turnaround
and the extraordinary medals and accolades from
Peter Crenlinsten
overseas received for his oils. Peter is also working with
five VERY active growers, all of whom are VERY
involved in this biodynamic growing (AKA soil regeneration, natural fertilisers etc)
and we feel the combined knowledge of this group of seriously knowledgeable
people, (PLUS perhaps one of the worlds authorities from the USA on healthy soil healthy trees) is really exciting.
The problem is quite simple - how can we make this work and who among us will
do the work as it is no easy task to build a NZ wide biodynamic group of olive
growers.
John Bishop
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Field Day – 13 September – “The Good Oil” Mangawhai
Last Sunday a number of us headed off
to join John and Claire Pearson at the
lovely boutique grove on Barrier View
Road in Mangawhai. After a welcome
morning tea, John explained that they
had planted a mix of Frantoio, Koroneki
and Ascolano trees not long after
buying the property in the early 2000’s.
They now have around 130 trees all of
which had recently be pruned. John
told us they average over 100-litres of
EVOO each season.
After a walk round the grove and BYO
lunch on the patio, we headed off to
“Olives on the Hill” to meet Chris and
Linda Smith who also operate Grove
Supply – a specialist importer and
supplier of all manner of Olive Grove
harvesting and processing equipment,
some of which he demonstrated to us
upon our arrival.
With over 1200 Olive trees – Olives on
the Hill – Mangawhai is a large scale
operation producing in excess of 3000
litres of oil this season. Chris, Linda
and their son – a professional Olive
Pruner run the business and produce
Frantoio, Ascolano and Lecchino and
Grove Blend EVOO plus a very popular
Vinaigrette, all of which Chris packages
on site.
Since taking over the Grove eight
years ago, they have endeavoured to
rejuvenate and lower the older trees
and many of the trees have now been
coppiced. Chris informed us that these
trees were yielding fruit within three
years of grafting and many of them are
now 3-4 meters just six years on.
Pruning on this scale requires serious
mulchers and fortunately the grove has
been planted with 6m centres so ample room for tractors and lots of sunlight and
breeze.
www.oliveti.co.nz
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We were also treated to a short but highly informative tutorial on grafting by Linda
who has by all accounts has now had lots of experience. Now is the right time to
be grafting as the sap is running. Scions need to be the thickness of a pencil. Only
trim one side, insert into a short slot you cut in the bark on the trunk where the
tree has been chain-sawed and ensure the bark is bound very tightly around the
graft, then seal it with paint or some form of sealer.
Before leaving, Chris showed us his bottling
technique and along with his special labelling
machine and some innovative low-cost
aluminium screw top pourer seals – a good
alternative to plastic caps.
Back at John and Claire’s, Secretary Pauline
handed out the awards for this years Oliveti
Olive Oil Awards to those present and John
presented Derek Holland with the Best in
Show Trophy before we all headed home just
after 3.00pm.

Next Field Day

A happy Derek Holland receiving his “Best in
Show” trophy from Chairman John Pearson

Sunday 22nd November 2020 at "Duck Creek Olives" Derek and Sally Holland
Address: 53 Duck Creek Road, Warkworth. Programme - to be advised.

Editors Note: Please support our Sponsors
2020 Oliveti Committee contact details:
Chairman: John Pearson
info@oliveti.co.nz
Secretary: Pauline Young
secretary@oliveti.co.nz
Treasurer: Murray Thoms
treasurer@oliveti.co.nz
Committee Members:
John Bishop
theolivegrovenz@gmail.com
Derek Holland
derekholland@xtra.co.nz
Peter Crenlinsten
ta_peter@hotmail.com
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